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Abstract—Classification in biomedical applications is an important task that predicts or 
classifies an outcome based on a given set of input variables such as diagnostic tests or 
the symptoms of a patient. Traditionally the classification algorithms would have to digest 
a stationary set of historical data in order to train up a decision-tree model and the 
learned model could then be used for testing new samples. However, a new breed of 
classification called stream-based classification can handle continuous data streams, 
which are ever evolving, unbound, and unstructured, for instance--biosignal live feeds. 
These emerging algorithms can potentially be used for real-time classification over 
biosignal data streams like EEG and ECG, etc. This paper presents a pioneer effort that 
studies the feasibility of classification algorithms for analyzing biosignals in the forms of 
infinite data streams. First, a performance comparison is made between traditional and 
stream-based classification. The results show that accuracy declines intermittently for 
traditional classification due to the requirement of model re-learning as new data arrives. 
Second, we show by a simulation that biosignal data streams can be processed with a 
satisfactory level of performance in terms of accuracy, memory requirement, and speed, 
by using a collection of stream-mining algorithms called Optimized Very Fast Decision 
Trees. The algorithms can effectively serve as a corner-stone technology for real-time 
classification in future biomedical applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Emerging biomedical applications (e.g. real-time tele-health-monitoring systems, advanced 
clinical decision-support systems, and mobile biosignal analyzers) demand for an efficient clas-
sification model that is capable of interpreting the data streams and classifying unseen samples 
into pre-defined groups. What these applications have in common is the need to process infinite 
biosignal data streams and to extract insights out from them in real-time. Most of the research 
papers from the literature of bioinformatics are based on traditional classification models that 
may run short of meeting the real-time requirements and supporting the stream processing fea-
tures [1]. 

A traditional classification model refers to the method of top-down supervised learning where 
the full set of stationary data is used to construct the relations between the attributes and the 
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classes into a decision tree, by recursively partitioning the dataset into conditional nodes and 
paths. Because the decision tree is built based on a stationary set of data, updating the tree needs 
to repeat the whole training process when the dataset is added with new data in order to incorpo-
rate the changing underlying patterns that are hidden in the new data. The traditional models 
might have worked well for supporting decision-support systems that are largely grounded on a 
huge volume of historical data, and where the data is relatively stationary. However, in a dynam-
ic stream processing environment, data streams are ever evolving and the decision tree would 
have to be frequently updated accordingly. Therefore a new generation of algorithms, generally 
known as stream-based classification algorithms, have been proposed to solve this problem. The 
essence of stream-based classification is its unique tree building process that starts from scratch 
and it grows incrementally to a full tree while the data progressively streams in. Each segment 
of the data from the stream is read one pass at a time and updating the tree structure does not 
require accessing the seen data again. 

In this paper we evaluated a number of classification algorithms that are both case-based and 
traditional, in the light of analyzing biosignal data streams. An improved version of stream-
based classification called Optimized Very Fast Decision Tree (OVFDT) from the original 
VFDT was tested for the first time for handling biosignal data streams. OVFDT has already 
demonstrated its superiority over other versions of VFDT, and it is anticipated that it may do 
equally well with biosignal data streams. The paper contributes to biomedical research commun-
ities as a pioneer work, as well as serving a guideline for other researchers who may be interest-
ed in employing stream-based classification algorithms for developing future real-time biomedi-
cal applications. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: related work on biomedical classification 
is presented in the next section. A general framework for stream mining biosignals is described 
in Section 3, as are the corresponding stream-based classification algorithms. In Section 4 we 
present some experimental results of the comparison between the stream-based classification 
algorithms, and finally Section 5 concludes this paper.  

 
 

2. RELATED WORK 

An uprising research trend that was recently observed is designing mobile biomedical devices. 
Two examples are [2] and [3], which focus on a handheld mobile electrocardiogram (ECG) 
analysis device and remote patient monitoring with mobile real-time clinical decision support 
respectively. They need to have a core function that can classify or predict a result interactively 
by receiving and mining dynamic data streams, while the “real-time” requirements are being 
emphasized. Unfortunately, most, if not all, of the past works were assuming traditional classifi-
cation algorithms. Thus, it is doubtful whether the existing classification algorithms would be 
able to catch up with the fast rising trend that demands for real-time responses and stream 
processing. It is equally curious to know too, if the alternative solution offered by stream-based 
classification is as effective as anticipated. 

Zwaag van der et al. had compared a number of past papers that had contributed to biomedi-
cal classification in his recent guideline on biosignal driven HCI [4] that was published in 2010. 
The findings show that in 2008 and 2009 researchers were attempting to data mine biosignals 
including cardiovascular activity, electrodermal activity, respiration, electromyograms, and skin 
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temperature for classifying different affective emotions. The classification techniques used as 
reported in [4] are mainly the Support Vector Machine and Linear Discriminant Analysis. Just 
like traditional decision trees, these classification techniques require iterative computation over 
the whole dataset in order to produce a result. However, the accuracies range from only 47% to 
83% by those techniques, because such techniques have limitations of scaling up to high dimen-
sionalities for representing non-linear relations that may exist in the data. Lee et al., in 2007 [5], 
attempted to data mine an ECG biosignal for 3 positions, by using a combination of feature se-
lection techniques (for reducing the dimensionalities and retaining the relevant attributes) and 
the C4.5 decision tree. The classifier was able to do coronary artery disease diagnosis at an accu-
racy of 90%, which was higher than the predecessors. In the same year, Chen et al. built a bio-
medical classifier by integrating it with association rules and a sequential pattern [6]. The classi-
fication model received real-time environmental or atmospheric data and it output three levels of 
warming for asthma prediction. The peak accuracy for it is 87.52%. It is speculated that these 
classification examples come short of embracing the latest data into the training model as the 
model was trained by old data some time ago. So far to the best of the authors’ knowledge no 
attempt has been made in using stream-based classification algorithms in biomedical analysis. 

 
 

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR STREAM-BASED CLASSIFICATION 

A high level view of the workflow of stream-based classification is introduced here. Stream-
based classification refers to one that can meet the challenges of processing unbounded, infinite, 
real-time biosignals. The requirement for acquiring timely decisions from the classifier is that 
the mining time must be shorter than the rate of the incoming data streams. The other require-
ment is that we do not assume that a full set of data is always available. Hence this type of 
stream-based algorithm fits the bill as it can process one pass of data at a time, and a decision is 
generated instantly with certain accuracy. These requirements are typical in biomedical applica-
tions especially those that involve real-time monitoring and instant analysis. A typical workflow 
is depicted in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1.  Workflow of a real-time biomedical application that utilizes stream-based classification 
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While fresh data collected by the sensors streams in, the classification model updates itself 
simultaneously. The data is read in one pass each time, in a manner of read-train-and-forget. No 
database is needed for storing the historical data. The stream mining model can be optionally 
extended to couple with some signal processing and detection algorithm, for picking out ano-
malous patterns from the incoming streams. The output of the classification can be used as ref-
erences or as advice in decision support. One advantage of this workflow is that it can operate in 
real-time that encompassed feeding in the data streams, processing them, and using the data to 
train/refresh the decision tree so that both detection and classification can be conducted simulta-
neously. 

The next diagram in Fig. 2 describes a lower level operation of biosignal stream mining. It es-
sentially indicates that the incoming data streams would have to be synchronized and temporari-
ly cached in a buffer with the attributes and their values appropriately identified. The data in the 
cache are queued to enter the classifier one segment at a time. Once the data reaches the classifi-
er the data samples will traverse the decision tree from the root to the bottom. The statistics ac-
cumulated at each node would be updated and if the conditions are sufficiently met the leave 
node at the bottom will turn into a decision node - this is called node splitting. Therefore both 
classification (prediction) and a decision tree model update (refresh) will happen simultaneously 
when a segment of data samples pass through the tree. 

 
3.1 Formulation of the Stream-based Decision Tree 

The decision tree in stream-based classification is built increasingly from the incoming data 
stream a small amount at a time, by splitting up a node into two. How many samples that have 
been seen by the learning model in order to expand a node, depend on a statistical method called 
Hoeffding bound or additive Chernoff bound. This bound is for deciding how many samples are 
statistically required at each node for a split. As the data arrives the tree is evaluated and its tree 
nodes could be expanded on the fly. The following equations essentially depict the building 
blocks of the stream mining model, which uses the Hoeffding bound. The Heuristic evaluation 
function is used to judge when a leaf at the bottom of the tree is converted to a conditional node, 
thereby it then pushes up the tree. A node split occurs when there is sufficient evidence that a 
new conditional node is needed, so replacing the terminal leaf by the relevant decision node 
better reflects the current conditions as represented by the rules in the tree. 

 

Fig. 2.  Data Stream Mining for biosignal stream classification 
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Let G(.) denote the heuristic evaluation function for building a decision tree based on the In-
formation Gain of an attribute, I(Aj). The I(Aj) function measures the amount of information that 
is sufficient to classify a sample as a node by the theory of information gain. The merit of a dis-
crete attribute’s counts nijk, representing the number of samples of class k that reach the leaf 
where the attribute j takes the value i which is estimated by sufficient statistics. In Equation (3), 
Pi is the probabilities of observing the value of attribute i. Pik is the probability of observing the 
value of the attribute i given class k. 
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Let us assume that we have a real-valued random variable r with a bounded range of R, which 

arrives at the n number of independent observations. Equation (5) shows how the Hoeffding 
bound is computed, with a confidence level of 1-, and a mean of r is r- at least. The observed 
mean of samples is r’. We assume that the range R has a probability of 1 given that the informa-
tion gain of R is log2Class#. The core of the algorithm is the use of the Hoeffding bound for 
choosing a split attribute as the decision node. We let xa be the attribute that has the highest G(.), 
and xb be the attribute that has the second-highest G(.). Such that the difference between the pair 
of the top quality attributes is defined as G=G(xa)-G(xb). 

 
3.2 Formulation of OVFDT and Functional Tree Leaves 

OVFDT is extended from [7], which is an optimized version of VFDT known as the Opti-
mized Very Fast Decision Tree. The formulation is exactly the same as VFDT except a few 
modifications as described below. Essentially, it can produce a balance of good accuracy and 
compact tree size with these modifications. 

 
Modification 1. An adaptive tie-breaking threshold is used for node-splitting control by in-

cremental computing. It modifies the attribute-splitting process by using a dynamic tie-breaking 
threshold instead of a user-defined fixed value. The dynamic tie is computed as the mean of the 
Hoeffding bound, which is obtained by a new node splitting corresponding to a certain class. 
Previous experiments have shown that the OVFDT tree learns as fast as the original VFDT.  

Modification 2. An incremental pruning mechanism is used to solve the explosion of the tree 
size. The splitting is constrained by a lightweight pre-pruning mechanism, because post-pruning 
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is inappropriate for the non-stopping data streams operation.  
Modification 3. OVFDT can apply Functional Leaf strategies [8] in the prediction phase to 

test a sample like how the VFDT does. A classification problem is defined as follows: N is a set 
of examples in the form (X, y), where X is a vector of d attributes and y is a discrete class label. 
The classification goal is to produce a decision tree model from N examples, which predicts the 
classes of y for future examples and x for high accuracy. In data stream mining, the example size 
is very large or unlimited, N→∞. Suppose nijk is the sufficient statistics of attribute Xij to yk. 
When a new instance arrives, it is sorted to leaf l using the current Hoffding Tree (HT). If the 
sorted class is the same as the actual class label in the instance, it means the instance is truly 
predicted by HT; otherwise, it is falsely predicted. 

 
As shown in Fig. 3, the node splitting mechanism is a feature in OVFDT and the additional 

prediction strategy that is installed as the Functional Leaf is installed at different steps of the 
operational flow. OVFDT is concerned about the controlling node splitting in the tree induction 
phase, while the Functional Leaf independently functions at the prediction/testing phase. In ad-
dition to the Majority Class and naïve Bayes strategies, an adaptive Hybrid strategy is also pro-
posed. The Hybrid strategy is able to shift between a Majority Class and naïve Bayes strategies, 
which are described in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 3.  Flow diagram of OVFDT with Functional Tree Leaf Learning 
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The optimal node-splitting control consists of an adaptive tie and a pre-pruning mechanism. 
During each node-splitting, the Hoeffding bound (HB) value that relates to leaf l is recorded. In 
OVFDT, the recorded HB values are used to compute the adaptive tie, which uses the mean of 
HB to each leaf l, instead of a fixed user-defined value in VFDT. Suppose Ti is the true predic-
tion of instance in the ith splitting estimation, and Fi is the false prediction. Considering Ti and Fi, 
we construct the pre-pruning mechanism in the optimal node-splitting control, which is depicted 
as a flow diagram in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 4.  Flow diagram of the Hybrid Strategy that shifts between the Majority Class and the Naïve
Bayes 

 

 

Fig. 5.  Flow diagram of the optimal node-splitting control 
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4. EXPERIMENTS 

The experiments are designed to comparatively evaluate the performance of traditional data 
classification algorithms and stream-based classification algorithms. In the first part, C4.5, 
which is a classical traditional decision tree algorithm, is compared with VFDT, which is a pio-
neer version of stream-based classification algorithm. Specifically, we investigate the suitability 
of each type of classification under biomedical data. The experiments are then moved on to the 
next stage where VFDT, OVFDT, and other popular variants of VFDT are put under test vis-à-
vis. As a new generation of stream-based classification, VFDT has evolved into different ver-
sions, each of which has some unique features and where OVFDT is one of them. It is helpful to 
know which one is more suitable than the others in different situations. For all the experiments, 
two groups of datasets are used, normal structured datasets, which are to be used as comparison 
reference, and biosignal data streams. We use life science datasets that have been obtained from 
the real world to simulate the two types of knowledge discovery processes based on classifica-
tion - one by traditional classification, the other type by stream-based classification. Those data-
sets can be downloaded from the UCI Data Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml). which is a 
popular data repository for benchmarking the efficacy of data mining algorithms. 

A customized JAVA based simulation program was written for conducting the experiments. 
The simulation system adopts the WEKA J48 C4.5 decision tree classifier to simulate traditional 
classification, and a family of MOA (Massive Online Analysis) Hoeffding Tree algorithms to 
simulate stream-based classification. The data stream in experiment is stored in an ARFF file 
format. The development environment is under JAVA JDK 1.5 and WEKA 3.6 and the system 
runs on a workstation of Windows 7, with 64-bits with an Intel Quad 2.83 GHz CPU and 8Gb 
RAM. 

 

 
 

4.1 Traditional and Stream-based Classification - C4.5 vs VFDT 

The first group of experiments is to simulate the traditional classification algorithm by using 
the WEKA J48 C4.5 classifier to construct the decision tree model. In addition to simulating the 
condition for large data volume, the raw dataset is also enlarged to nearly 100,000 instances by a 
random variable generator, so as to simulate a large volume of data stream for fair comparison.  

In analyzing these datasets, we observed that the C4.5 algorithm has the best accuracy in 
breast cancer and CTG datasets; both of which have a moderate number of attributes. It is also 
noticeable that the computation time required is directly proportional to the number of instances. 
The more instances the number is, the longer the time is spent on data mining. Amongst these 
datasets, PAC data has the greatest number of attributes. As a result, mining over the PAC data-

Table 1.  UCI Experimental Raw Dataset used for Evaluating C4.5 and VFDT 

Name Attribute# Instances# Type AddIns# 

Abalone 8 4177 Numeric 104400 

Breast-Cancer  10 699 Nominal 83880 

Thyroid 21 7200 nominal 100881 

CTG 23 2126 Mix 106300 

PAS 169 4418 Numeric 92778 

Ecoli 8 336 Numeric 84000 

Mammographic 6 961 Mix 96099 
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set by a C4.5 algorithm produces a relatively poor accuracy. The experiments results are tabu-
lated below. Accuracy is defined as the number of correctly classified instances over the total 
number of instances. The accuracy was the final performance measured at the end of each expe-
rimental run. 

In contrast to traditional classification, the accuracy of the decision tree in stream-based clas-
sification is accumulative, which is increasing with more and more instances being processed. 
However, the same experiment run by C4.5 shows that when the decision tree in traditional clas-
sification matures (after being trained with a considerable number of instances) further data 
processing just consumes more time. Comparing Table 2 with Table 3, we can see that one of 
the disadvantages of traditional classification is a long computation time required. In other 
words, when more instances arrive, the time spent on rebuilding the tree model becomes longer 
and longer. Considering a real-time scenario where the model is required to update in each sin-
gle second, traditional classification fails to construct a decision tree model within a short 
amount of time. 

In our previous research [8], a general comparison between the C4.5 algorithm and VFDT 
was carried out. The experiments are highlighted as follows: (1) used medium synthetic dataset 
to simulate a traditional C4.5 decision tree algorithm and VFDT. The result shows that C4.5 can 
achieve a higher accuracy than VFDT in a medium dataset, but that VFDT operates in a faster 
computation time and smaller tree size than C4.5. (2) Used a real world small dataset to compare 
C4.5 and VFDT stream mining. The result is similar to the medium synthetic dataset. And (3) 
C4.5 reveals its limits in handling a huge dataset. Both nominal and numeric synthetic datasets 
of huge sizes are used with VFDT. Simulation results find that VFDT accuracy is sensitive to 
noise data. Tree size linearly increases when more instances arrive. Numeric dataset results in a 
more complex tree model, but it is more accurate than nominal data in VFDT. From the experi-
ments results done here, we find that: C4.5 has a higher accuracy but is slower in running time 
because of the multi-scans over a database. Stream-based classification using VFDT has a very 
fast speed but achieves a relatively lower accuracy in the case of small data size. The time for 
the booting step of VFDT is long since the algorithm grows from a very low accuracy at the start. 

 
4.2 Evaluation of Model Usefulness 

The following experiment was done on evaluating the usefulness of traditional and stream-
based classification. In a real-life environment, for example in a healthcare center, where a pre-

Table 2.  Experimental Results by Traditional Classification 

 
 

Table 3.  Experimental Results by Stream-based Classification 
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dictive is used as a major function in its decision support system, the sequence of operation 
usually goes by first building up a decision-making model with an underlying structure of a de-
cision tree, and then it is put into use along with the incoming data, which is similar to testing 
for accuracy in our experiment. Decisions were made in real-time by the system built by tradi-
tional classification, and the model is supposed to be good until awhile later when the model 
needs to be updated by rebuilding the decision tree with the inclusion of the new data. This 
process will essentially affect the usefulness of the classification model. Usefulness is defined as 
a mix of how long a decision model will remain useful before a significant decline in accuracy, 
how often the updates should be required, and how much/little the interruptions would impact 
the availability of the system. Another experiment is set out to verify the usefulness of the data 
mining algorithms under this type of working sequence. This is different from the previous ex-
periments in which the instances are entirely input into the data mining programs all at once (at 
each testing point along the x-axis); the divisions of the data for model training, cross-validation. 
and testing were automatically done by the programs according to the default settings. 

For the breast cancer dataset, C4.5 is used to construct the decision tree model by updating the 
underlying rules at recurring intervals when every 400 new instances have arrived. As a result, 
the experiment presents the first three periods during which the model update took place. In each 
period, the first 400 pieces of data are collected for rule building, while the other 1,200 pieces of 
data are used for prediction by the just updated decision-making model. The simulated result for 
the case of C4.5 is shown in Fig. 6. Clearly, the established rules by the aged data fall short of 
accuracy for making predictions with the new coming data. This is reflected by similar declining 
trends over the three periods of time. Comparatively, we applied the same dataset for VFDT in 
another experiment. 

The result in Fig. 7 shows that the performance curve is rather steady (in contrast with the 
downward lines that were broken up as in C4.5) and the general accuracy is ever improving as 
the decision tree model gets updated by the unique mining mechanism of VFDT, each time 
when new data is fed in. However, VFDT is an accumulative algorithm where the accuracy is 
increasing when more and more instances come. In other words, the booting step of VFDT may 
be longer than that of C4.5 to some extent. It is also a disadvantage of VFDT compared to tradi-
tional classification algorithms. A remedy called the VFDT-boot has been proposed in [9] for 
tackling the long booting time for the stream-based model to reach a satisfactory level of accu-

 

Fig. 6.  Usefulness of the Traditional Classification Model 
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racy at the beginning. The VFDT-boot is VFDT bootstrapped with an over-pruned version of the 
tree produced by C4.5. The accuracy of the VFDT-boot has an increase gain between 48% and 
89%. The first part of 19,000 data instances was used to build a pruned C4.5 decision tree model. 
The VFDT is then run on the top of that pre-trained model since their decision trees are compat-
ible in data structure. VFDT-C45Boot obtains a better accuracy than VFDT alone. 

 
4.3 Stream-based Classification - OVFDT vs. VFDT and Others 

The purpose of the remaining experiments here is to evaluate the performance of a number of 
stream-based classifiers such as VFDT, Additional Option Trees, Bagging in comparison of 
OVFDT integrated with a Functional Tree Leaf (which was innovated by the authors) under the 
environment of a biosignal data streams analysis. It was already demonstrated in earlier work 
[10] that OVFDT outperformed VFDT. However, it is yet to be verified whether further gains in 
performance could be observed when the Functional Tree Leaf made modifications in the pre-
diction phase. Furthermore, it is important to validate the feasibility of using 
OVFDT+Functional_Leaf with respect to biosignal stream classification. Our performance eval-
uation covers three aspects from the perspective of a real-time biosignal classifier: (1) compari-
son of accuracy, which is defined as the percentage of correctly classified instances; (2) compar-
ison of the model tree size, which is the amount of leaves and nodes that would be stored in the 
runtime memory of the computer; and (3) comparison of the computation time measured by 
processing per ten thousands instances of data stream, which is interpreted as the average of the 
learning time plus testing time. The same datasets are used to train and test all the decision tree 
models. The experimental data are real-life datasets that were acquired from the UCI repository. 
Two datasets of structured record types of classification and two datasets of stream-based types 
of biosignals, namely EEG (Electroencephalogram) and ECG (Electrocardiogram), are delibe-
rately chosen. The feasibility of the stream-based algorithms would be put under test in mining 
through these two types, with a total of four datasets. In particular the biosignal dataset are de-
scribed in Table 4. 

The original VFDT serves as a benchmarking reference here for testing the performance of 
OVFDT. The experiment parameters are chosen as follows: the tie-breaking threshold is set at 

 

Fig. 7.  The Usefulness of the Stream-based Classification Model 
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0.5; 200 instances to be observed before a split attempts at a leaf; the splitting confidence is at 
106; and the information gain is used as a measure for splitting the evaluation. As observed from 
the results as shown in the following radar charts, OVFDT and the other variants generally yield 
better than those of VFDT in terms of accuracy. The overall accuracy of 
OVFDT+Functional_Leaf is almost as good as those of HOT and Bagging. However, they do 
not get compromised by tree sizes. HOT is a type of VFDT that produces additional option 
nodes so that several tests can be applied concurrently. As a side effect, HOT leads to separate 
paths by growing additional multiple trees at each node. A testing sample can traverse down 
different optional paths of the tree that leads to yielding more alternatives to find an answer. As 
expected, HOT and its variants required the largest tree sizes because of a heavy cost to improve 
accuracy. This problem is aggravated for biosignal data, as the tree size for HOT is almost 10 to 
17 folds larger than OVFDT in the case of EEG. HOT_ADA has an improvement over HOT: 
each leaf stores an estimation of the current error, so it adaptively avoids the erroneous paths. 
But according to the results, HOT_ADA did not show any significant advantage over the other 
kinds of HOT for biosignal data. It takes the longest running time in general except for ECG. 
Lastly the state-of-the-art in data mining is Bagging, which is an ensemble method of classifica-
tion, and voting is used to decide which path/sub-tree to follow. The method we experimented 
with is known as the Adaptive-Size Hoeffding Tree (ASHT). It is a kind of HOT, but it has an 
additional advantage by trimming off some nodes to reduce tree size when the number of split 

 

Fig. 8.  Accuracy comparison of various VFDT, OVFDT and variant algorithms 

Table 4.  Biosignal datasets used in the stream-based experiment 

EEG 12 technical variables describe the heart rates and situational information about the heart conditions 
(e.g. measure of contractility around the heart, movements of the segments of the left ventricle, etc.). 
Total: 132 instances 

Target To predict whether or not the patient will survive for at least one year. 

ECG Fetal cardiotocograms were generated with their respective diagnostic attributes measurements. 23 
meaningful features were selected by 3 experienced obstetricians. They assigned class labels by their 
knowledge for each vector, at a total of 2,126. 

Target Features describe one of the 10 different morphologic patterns that are used to predict 3-classes fetal 
states. 
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nodes exceeds a threshold. It however was outperformed by OVFDT in accuracy, and the tree 
size that ASHT achieved is only as good as VFDT by using the ensemble method. In summary 
OVFDT and its variant by Functional Leaf succeed in terms of better accuracy than other types 
of stream-mining classifiers and the reduction in tree size is always significantly larger. Howev-
er, the apparent drawback is the extra processing time in controlling the node-split task by com-
puting the adaptive tie-threshold and pre-pruning for OVFDT. The probabilities calculations by 
Naïve Bayesian at the Functional Leaf consumes quite some time too for the enhancement of 
prediction accuracy for OVFDT. The overhead in running time is about 10% to 30% when com-
pared to VFDT. 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

Biosignal classification has a long history in the research community. Recently some re-

 

Fig. 9.  Time comparison of various VFDT, OVFDT and variant algorithms 

 

 

Fig. 10.  Tree size comparison of various VFDT, OVFDT and variant algorithms 
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searchers are looking at clinical decision support systems as real-time monitoring and automated 
applications. Though this research direction is rising, the underlying classification algorithm has 
not been clearly defined, especially for real-time and mobile biosignal systems. By reviewing 
the current literature most, if not all, of the past papers centered on traditional data mining me-
thods such as neural networks, SVM, C4.5 etc., which are doubted to be able to cope with min-
ing continuous data streams. On the other hand, a new generation of data stream mining algo-
rithms has been recently invented, with the specific purpose of efficiently handling moving data 
streams. Therefore, in this paper, we conducted a pioneer investigation on the choices of bio-
medical classification algorithms for analyzing biosignal data streams. Both traditional and 
stream-based classification algorithms are put to test in simulation for comparatively evaluating 
their performances. C4.5 was chosen as a classical algorithm representing a traditional classifi-
cation algorithm; VFDT, the benchmark in stream-based classification algorithms, an optimized 
version called OVFDT plus OVFDT integrated with Functional Leaf, and a collection of lately 
innovated VFDT variants such as HOT, Bagging, etc. were tested together in the performance 
comparison. 

So far the type of decision tree classification learning belongs to supervised learning where 
samples must be labeled in the training process. This consequently means a preprocessing step is 
necessary that assigns result labels to each window of the data stream segment. However, the 
VFDT takes testing and training at the same time - when arriving data stream segments carry 
class labels and training takes place. Otherwise, when a data stream segment is not tagged with 
any label, VFDT automatically assumes its testing mode and predicts a class for that unlabeled 
data stream segment by its trained tree-node structure. 

By comparing C4.5 and VFDT, which respectively represents traditional and stream-based 
classification, C4.5 suffers a number of shortcomings: C4.5 needs to periodically update its 
trained model in batch mode so that its tree structure reflects the underlying patterns from the 
latest arriving data. The periodic updates mean interruptions to the availability of the decision 
tree. The time taken for each update grows in proportion to the size of the database and the 
whole database that includes the new data would need to be scanned repeatedly for the update. 
Fundamentally this is the bottleneck of the traditional decision tree methods because it requires 
rebuilding the tree model by accessing the whole set of data all over again for each update. In 
contrast, a stream-based classification model like VFDT and its variant only requires one-pass 
learning from the data, and they are able to update the decision tree incrementally as new data 
comes in without referring back to the seen data. 

Out of the family of VFDT, OVFDT continues to show its superiority for biosignal classifica-
tion. By its characteristics of being able to achieve optimal balance between good accuracy and 
compact tree size, OVFDT handles well the potentially infinite biosignal data streams without 
incurring tree size explosion. All of the concerns of the memory constraints, speed, and classifi-
cation accuracy are met, making OVFDT a suitable classification model for stream mining bio-
signals. 
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